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Rezumat. Văzut din necropola tumulară de la Lăpuș-Podanc, la sfârșitul epocii bronzului, la
momentul solstițiului de vară, soarele răsarea din spatele Vârfului Hudin, de formă piramidală
și apunea în spatele Vârfului Șatra Pintii, de formă trapezoidală, vârfuri care domină Țara Lăpușului și sunt asociate cu numeroase legende și credințe locale. Datorită mișcării de precesie a
pământului pe parcursul a 3200 de ani soarele azi răsare cu 45 minute de arc (1,5 diametre solare) la dreapta și apune cu aceiași valoare mai la stânga față de aceste vârfuri. Acest dublu aliniament crește semnificativ șansele pentru o amplasare intenționată a necropolei în această zonă a
terasei lungi de 4,5 km. Prin urmare, este probabil ca răsăritul și apusul soarelui la solstițiul de
vară să fi jucat și un important rol în ritualurile de la Lăpuș-Podanc.
Cuvinte cheie: LBA, tumuli, solstițiu, aliniere.

1. Introduction
Tumuli are one of the most widespread monumental tombs of the ancient times
from about 4th–2nd millennium BC till Roman period and the growth of Christianity.
Topics of the problematics raised by the symbolic significance of the burial
mounds: tumulus as an attraction point, tumulus and landscape and tumulus as a sociocultural phenomenon1.
“The impressive tumulus necropolis of Lăpuş in northwest Romania is one of
the best-known Late Bronze Age sites in the eastern Carpathian Basin (Fig. 1). This is
not only due to the rich and prolific finds and the detailed information about funerary
ritual from the excavated tumuli but also because the chronological sequence of the
cemetery’s use is a keystone in defining the initiation of the Late Bronze Age in the
Carpathian basin”2.
The wealthiest and largest necropolis of Transylvania is situated in the Maramureș region and was used for about 250 years in the 14‒12 centuries BC.
It lies (Fig. 2) in a 1,5 square kilometres area of a five kilometres terrace in the
isolated Lapuș river basin embedded in the western foothills of the Țibleșului Mountains, in the vicinity of two peaks, Șatra Pintii 1041 m altitude and Hudin 1611 m alti1
2

Henry, 2016.
Kacsó et alii, 2011, p. 341.
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Fig. 1. Lăpuș Podanc site position in the Carpathian Basin (Free relief modified).

Fig. 2. Lăpuș Podanc site position in the Lăpuș Valley (ANCPI Map modified).
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Fig. 3. The tumulus distribution in the Lăpuș-Podanc site3.
tude. The site comprises 70 tumuli spread over 20 ha. According to the archaeologists:
“The best understood group of the necropolis lies in the field named “Podanc”, a thick
cluster (ca. 170m × 50m) of 15 small and one large tumulus, lying on the lower plateau
with three outliers on the edge of the terrace. Approximately 100m southeast of this
funerary complex a further clutch of 15 tumuli (group 3), which includes the newly
excavated barrow 26, is focused on a massive yet unexcavated tumulus (100m in diameter and ca. 5m in height)4 (Fig. 3).
The sequence of construction points towards a carefully planned and rigidly
structured effort. The initial demarcation of the barrow indicates a preconceived clear
idea about the size and shape of the completed monument and it emphasizes the construction of the barrow as an integrated part of the burial ritual.
The necropolis investigation has start at the end of XIX century and from 1967
has been carried out under the leadership of Carol KACSÓ from the County Museum
3

Kacsó, 2015, Fig. 3. The plan of the necropolis from Lăpuș-Podanc with mounds numbered
by Metzner-Nebelsick et alii, 2010, p. 135.
4
Kacsó et alii, 2011, p. 343.
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of Maramureș for History and Archaeology (Muzeul Județean de Istorie și Arheologie Maramureș) in Baia Mare. He investigated 25 tumuli up to this day.
The 26th barrow have been excavated in a joint project with the Institut für Vorund frühgeschichtliche Archäologie und Provinzialrömische Archäologie der LudwigMaximilians- Universität Munich and various other scientific partners.
One of the surprising results of these investigations was the astonishing degree
of diversity of both the constructions and inventories encountered in these tumuli. Some
were covered by sizable stone or loam mantles (Fig. 4) and others showed a highly complex sequence of interior features and structures including stone constructions, large
pottery packings and systematically distributed pit complexes.

Fig. 4. Lăpuş, Podanc. Mound 21 (photo C. Kacsó, F. Szabó)5.
5

Kacsó, 2015, II, p. 179, Fig. 151, 152.
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The burial rituals in Lăpuş are diverse, not all mounds can be classified as proper graves but rather barrow shaped ritual monuments.
Since 2007 research in this cemetery has been carried out in the framework of
an international project lead by the Muzeul Județean de Istorie si Arheologie Baia Mare
and the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität in Munich as well as other institutions such
as the Uniwersytet Kardynała Stefana Wyszynskiego in Warsaw. Partners for the various scientific analyses in addition to the excavation itself come from the Uniwersytet
im. Adama Mickiewicza in Poznan, Poland, the Universitatea Babeș-Bolyai in ClujNapoca, Romania, the Bayerisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege and the RuprechtKarls-Universität Heidelberg, Germany6.
Inceptive vessel sets are shaped and decorated in the manor of the region’s
Middle Bronze Age Suciu de Sus Culture tradition (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Vessel from mound 9 upper, and mound 22 Lăpuș necropolis (County
Museum of History and Archaeology Maramureș – photo L. Dorogostaisky).
Their rich decor includes bowls which are chip carved (“Kerbschnitt”) with
sophisticated spiral designs as well as large biconical vessels with elaborate incised
decor including solar (Fig. 6) and zoomorphic motifs but also animal head appliqués.
In the succeeding phase plainer channelled pottery prevails – often with a lustrous black surface on the outside and reddish colour in the inside.
While the forms and décor of this pottery in Lapuș largely reflects the supraregional pottery fashion, which scholarship refers to as the Gáva style, the huge pottery
6

Kacsó et alii, 2011, p. 346.
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Fig. 6. Vessel from Lăpuș necropolis (County Museum of History and
Archaeology Maramureș – photo L. Dorogostaisky).
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assemblages which are deposited in and under the Lapuș tumuli also include unique
forms such as great conical necked vessels with exuberant spiral channelling.
These are just one component of a remarkably differentiated pottery assemblage
which also includes delicate richly decorated fine ware cups and bowls, as well as coarse
ware including large pots as well as portable pottery braziers (pyraunoi).
Solar motif is present on many remarkably differentiated pottery assemblages.
Lăpuș Tumulus necropolis as an attraction point: 70 tumuli spread in a limited
area, built in a longer period of time (around 250 years - C14); a socio-cultural phenomenon: sacred areal that is use probably by a big number of people, repetitively and associated with rituals. The place must generate strong emotions.

2. Methodology
Tumulus and landscape: Why in this place? It’s a connection with the peak of
the mountains? It’s a connection with the sky?
The history of ancestors could be told by simply pointing at specific mountains
and remembering the stories that were passed down throughout the generations. The
worship of ancestors and the mountains were largely inseparable. An interconnected
web between history, landscape, and culture was thus formed. Sacred mountains can
also provide an important piece of a culture's identity.
Sacred Mountains are often seen as a site of revelation and inspiration. The
mountains' roles as places of revelation and transformation often serve to attract religious pilgrims.
The vertical axis of the mountain drawn from its peak down to its base links it
with the world-axis, as in the case of the Cosmic Tree.
Șatra Pintii Peak (1041 m), of volcanic origin, dominate the Western Part of
Lăpuș region. Image (Fig. 7) was taken up on a hill, near the confluence of Suciu and
Lăpuș rivers, at around 5 km SW from Lapuș tumular necropolis. The oronym is linked
to a local medieval hero, a sort of Robin Hood named Pintea. In local tradition this
mountain it’s made by angels. What is this, a sleeping giant or a dying mountain with
a tumulus shape?
The Hudin Peak (1611 m) dominates the eastern part of Lapuș region, also a
volcanic neck (Fig. 8). The picture has been taken from the same point with previous
one.
Possible etymologies: House, Hole, Way Hudin (Hud'in) = deriv. from hudă +
suf. an, hudă7 – casa, gaură, spărtură, cale; Hugin8 - Huginn9 in Old Norse: thought,
one of the two ravens that fly over the world and bring information to the god Odin in
Poetic Edda.
Hudin Peak apparently is strong, a skyscraper in sundown light (Fig. 9). The
picture is taken from Lapus tumular necropolis this time. Quite impressive? But maybe
we have a link to the sky and sun, a common motif on the Lapus ritual pottery?
7

“Etimologia provine de la slavonescul huda = adâncitură, gol, pas mic, prin derivare cu
sufixul -in, de la tema hud” (Bilțiu, 2013, p. 70).
8
Groșii Țibleșului (Lechințan, 2021, after KADAR Jozsef, 1847).
9
Orchard, 1997, p. 92.
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Fig. 7. Șatra Pintii Peak (photo L. Dorogostaisky).

Fig. 8. Hudin Peak (photo L. Dorogostaisky).
Later, from the same point, a giant fire, the sun is inside the Șatra Pintii? (Fig.
10) Emotions? Cremation and tumulus. Did we have another better place to enjoy the
sun rise and the sun down at midsummer at the LBA period around?
Let’s geo-referenced the tumulus map and simulate for LBA period the sun
rises and down with Cartes du Ciel and Stellarium free applications.
We need to do this because of the Earth axis precession movement. That
means that in LBA period the Sun will rise in azimuth with around 45’ at left that in
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Fig. 9. Hudin Peak in sun down light vue from Lăpuș necropolis
(photo L. Dorogostaisky).

Fig.10. Sun down in Șatra Pintii at summer solstice
(photo L. Dorogostaisky).
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present (1 ½ sun diameters) and will sun down with the same difference at right this
time.
The Sun will be closer to the peaks at this important moment of the year, the
longest day.
Let’s put virtually ourselves using Google Earth application in a significant
place inside the necropolis and look at the sun rise at midsummer solstice in present.
What we notice is that the sun is rising at the right of Hudin peak in present (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Sunrise from Lăpuș necropolis at summer solstice
(photo L. Dorogostaisky).
This picture is taken in the vicinity of T28 and T26 on June 25, 2020 in the
summer solstice period.
Let’s look where is visible the sundown at solstice: at left of Șatra Pintii peak
(Fig. 12).
The results are in the Table 1.
The best view for sunrise and Hudin is from group I (Fig. 3).
The best view for sunset and Șatra Pintii is from group V and VII.
The best position in LBA to assist at the sun rise and set at the summer
solstice period is from the top of the Secătura Hill in the vicinity of the necropolis
(Fig. 13).
Lapuș top of the hill 47°29′4″ N, 23°58′31″ E, 522m altitude.
Google Earth simulation for 2020.
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Fig. 12. Sun down from Lăpuș necropolis at summer solstice
(photo L. Dorogostaisky).

Fig. 13. Lapuș top of the hill 47°29′4″N, 23°58′31″E, 522m altitude
(Google Earth modified).
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In 1200 BC the sun position has been on the top of Hudin peak at sun rise
and behind the Șatra Pintii at sun set.

3. Conclusion
The Lapuș tumulus necropolis is not located near a large settlement; however
it was used repeatedly over a long period of time.
It’s probably a place of ceremonies related to a cosmology in which the sun
and the mountains are important references.
As in the present, it is likely that in the past rituals related to the worship of
ancestors must took place at certain times of the year and on these occasions people
who the respective companies emphasize their intra-community relations, and the summer solstice could be a good moment for that.
We believe that the situation presented lead to the need to add in the study of
tumulus necropolises, at least from the LBA period, an archaeoastronomical research,
joining the non-invasive ones to outline the habitat and possibly explain the choice of
sacred places and determine when certain rituals and ceremonies.
Today this type of research is not expensive, we have available free of charge
simulators with a high precision of data.
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